younger students find rewarding. In one form or another, Les Mots touches on all of Sartre's major concerns, the nature of man, the possibility of freedom, the possibility of literature. Even the reader who knows little of Sartre's works will have the pleasure of recognition; the critic well versed in the Sartrian canon will have those pleasures tenfold.
The "Epilogue" speculates on the future of French Literary Culture. Sartre may have no direct heir, but French Literary Culture will not disappear with Sartre any more than it did when Hugo died in 1885, because France's civilization is built on and around words, because in France literature draws attention and confers glory.
I might add that there is a certain elitist manner in Clark's style that I find not in disharmony with the subject and its presentation. On the occasion of his election to the Académie française in 1757, Buffon said that knowledge of singular facts, even new discoveries cannot guarantee immortality. "Posterity will retain well written works and these alone" (104). Clark's style shows that "the precedent of form over subject is not simply a habit of long standing but a deep conviction that the intellectual qualities to be found in writing are as valuable as, perhaps even more valuable than, the content of the work" (104).
The wide scope of this book normally would lead the reader to expect many generalizations which could be attacked one by one and proven erroneous. This is precisely the miracle referred to in my first paragraph. Not a single time could a French chauvinist find fault or disagree with any of Clark's statements, ideas, explanations, and analyses. Not only should this book be found in every public and private library, but I recommend it to any layman who is interested in French culture. ' 'The image of the frontier woman -worn and resigned, but determinedpervades frontier letters, journals, diaries, memoirs, poems, paintings, popular songs, fiction, travel books, and illustrations," writes Carol Fairbanks (5). While she does not question the accuracy of this image, she laments its limitations, and reminds us that Cather and many other women writers have portrayed other facets of the frontier woman. By "looking back, seeing with new eyes, and entering old texts from a feminist critical perspective," says Fairbanks, "I hope to discover the ways women writers have described the experiences of Also, and more significantly, Fairbanks argues throughout the book (especially in her discussions of "Prairie as Garden" in chapter 2) that prairie women responded emotionally and spiritually to the fecundity of the land, in contrast to their masculine counterparts who often saw the prairies, and nature itself, as antagonistic elements which they must subdue or conquer in order to survive.
Organization of the text is understandably loose. In a chapter titled "Women and the Prairie Landscape," Fairbanks observes: "No subject related to the prairie is more difficult to approach objectively than the landscape itself. . . . If we let the stories speak for themselves, however, they will entertain us with a surprising and challenging variety of perspectives" (65). Chapter headings such as "First Wave Women," "White Women and Indians," "Second Wave Women," "The Prairie Town," and "Prairie Born, Prairie Bred" suggest the generally chronological structuring of material.
This rather directionless study has produced an impressively informative, though limited, literary history of the settlement of prairie lands in the central 
